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(Dr.

Skipper's

experiments with the in vivo L1210 leukemia system carried
out at Southern Research Institute,
i.e., control and
treated titrations from which the generation time of cOn
trol and surviving treated leukemic cell populations may
be estimated,
indicate
that
high
single doses of
amethopterin usually do iiot significantly affect the gener
ation time of the leukemic cells which survive such ther
apy.

Studies

with

leukemic

cells labeled

with

tritiated

thymidine offer promise of a more unequivocal answer to
Dr. Friedkin's pertitient question.)
Dr. Zubrod pointed out that, based OHclinical combina
tion chemotherapy
trials and the kinetic information
gained

with
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1O@l)acked

1012 cells represent

leukemia
about

1 kg

of leukemic cells. He estimated that the average 30-kg
child with acute lymphatic leukemia (not in remission)
should have of the order of 2â€”3kg of leukemic cells or

generally

dispose to the latter â€œobstacles to control of acute leu
kemiasâ€•).
Dr. Friedkiri posed the question : Does the chemothera

Research

action

cells occupy

leads to a logarithmic increase that is eventually lethal
to the host.
The postulate made some years ago by
Goldin and his associates that the number of leukemic
cells in the host can influence the apparent effectiveness
of drug treatment was cited by Drs. Skipper and Friedkin.
Dr. Friedkin was uncertain whether Dr. Skipper be
lieves that the death of a leukemic patient can also be
attributed to the continued proliferation of drug-sensitive
cells because of inadequate treatment
(to a considerable
degree he does).
Dr. Friedkin believes that the blood
brain barrier and drug resistance problem can be important
elements of leukemic death iii man (Dr. Skipper agrees
completely, but thinks that the constant fractional sur
viva!
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man depend on the outright killing of a certain fraction of
drug-sensitive cells or @nthe prolongation of the genera

Dr.

understood, are all too often forgotten; also that if 1 leu
kemia cell survives therapyâ€”whether
it be because of
inadequate drug dosage, because of protection from drug
in the brain, or because of biochemical alteration which
confers

of Chemother

Cell Behavior

, Southern

peutic

in

number each day) more than replace those killed each
day(106X50%=5X105X4=2X106).
Dr. Friedkin pointed out that the implications of cx
ponential

E.

Institute)

Dr. Skipper, in his presentation,
suggested that an
obviously important goal of chemotherapy of leukemia.s is
eradication of all (every single one) of the host's leukemic
cells (regardless of anatomic distribution
or metabolic
heterogeneity)
with dosages which will spare the host.
If
the leukemia cells carry a leukemia-inducing
virus, it will
also be necessary to inactivate residual virus permanently
so that reinduction of a leukemic cell will not occur during
the normal life span of the host.
It was pointed out that a
maximum tolerated single dose is often far superior to
chronic daily maximum tolerated therapy (q.d. 1â€”15days
or q.d. 1â€”death) if eradication of all of an animal's leu
kemic cells is the goal.
The reason for this is now apparent for the model L1210
leukemia systems.
The fractional
reduction of a leu
kemic cell population in vivo (regardless of size) is directly
proportional to the daily dosage level administered to the
host; i.e., administration
of LD,0 on day 1 only may re
duce a host's leukemic cell population by 6 logs, thus
â€œcuringâ€•
about 90 % of animals bearing 1O@leukemia cells,
whereas a q.d. 1- to 15-day LD10 may reduce the population
by only 50 % each day, thus â€œcuringâ€•
none of the animals
because

on the Effects

about

2-3

X 1012 at the time

treatment

is initiated.

Using

this estimate, knowledge of the duration of unmaintained
complete remission (median after prednisone 72 days, after
vincristine

42),

approximate

information

on the

genera

tion time of leukemic cells (2-6 days based on tritiated
thymidine and hematology studies), and assuming log
phase kinetics, Dr. Frei calculated that the acute lym
phatic leukemia cell population in patients may be re
duced from more than 1012to a median of 108 in patients
who achieve complete remission on prednisone and to 10@in
l)atients

achieving

complete

remission

on vincristine,

or

about 4 and 3 logs, respectively.
The median duration
of remission of patients receiving VAMP is of the order
of 120 or 130 days (about
of the patients in this study
have relapsed).
This is consistent with a generation time
of perhaps 3â€”4days and, if this model applies, with the fact
that VAMP has driven the acute leukemic cell population
down much below that achieved by prednisone or yin
cristine alone. Dr. Frei felt that such clinical approaches
were moving in the right direction, but whether or not it
will be io@sible to eradicate all of a patient's leukemic cells
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Dr. Goldin felt that with the efl)l)hasis on short-term,
high-level therapy OUCshould not discount the l)Otelltial
Dr. 1â€•rei
stated that oIne 15 l)atieIltS OV('Fthe last 7 or 8 of extellsive (long-term) tIeatnwnt.
In the model de
years @tttll(.! National (â€˜ancerIllstitilte have died in (â€˜01)1-vised by Friedkin and Goldin, a gelleration
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Dr. Wintrobe asked about the significance of these
cells. How much could he concluded by microscopic
exaiiiinat iOIl? \Vhat
@@â€˜ere
they doi ug biochemically,
imn)unologi('ally,
or by :t@iy otlwr type of test?
Dr.
Thon@Ls felt that he could not determine whether these
cells were
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leukemic

cells.
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Dr. Thonui.s stated
Point

hut

that

that

his judgment

that they were leukemic cells was based 011the distribution
of the cells ill the tissues and their histologic appearance.
He believed that they could have been detected
@nblind
diagnosis.
A con)I)lete descriptioll of this case fl)aterial
will he published S00Il.@
Dr. \Vintrohe stated that he had sone reservations
regarding histologic evidelice on sll)all numberS of residual
â€œviableâ€•
leukemic cells.

lation

curve

would

move

downward

during

a long

course

of chronic therapy.
A situation such as this appears to
result from continuous treatment of L1210 leukemia with
dichioroamethopterin.
Dr. Louis stated that if an optimal dose of cytoxan is
exceeded iii acute leukemia the response rate goes down.
He has noted similar results with chemotherapy
of lym
phosarcon)a.
Dr. Louis suggested
that the clinical cvi
dellce indicates that one must con.sider the host's reaction

to the dose level in determining the drug activity.
Dr. I\.aplall, ill support of the concept of exponential
killing of cancer cells, pointed out that many quantitative
data have been obtained with radiation.
It has been
established that the killing of tumor cells and normal cells
(in culture) by radiation
also follows exponential
kinetics,
usually
with an initial shoulder.
Puck and others have

examined very carefully the question whether the predicted
tun)oricidal dose \%â€˜ould
reduce an estimated tumor cell
l)oPulation down to very low levels such as mentioned by
Dr. Skipper.
The predictions are, in fact, in agreement
(Somewhat
laterduringthediscussion
thetranscriberwith clinical experience. The LD10 for squamous car
wrote, â€œAtthis l)oillt several of the doctors had a discus
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Work by Dr. I\Iortimer Mendelson of
Philadelphia and others suggests that a fraction of many
tumor cell l)OPUlatiOnS is in a condition which he has
termed â€œG0.â€•
This seems to precede the G1 state.
Such
(â€˜ells
are dormant in a certain sen.se until certain conditions
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days)allowed
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